
He made the stars also 

Genesis 1:16 



Virgo – the virgin with child – Christ the incarnate son 
Isaiah 7:14 Therefore the Lord himself will give you a sign: The virgin will 
conceive and give birth to a son, and will call him Immanuel.  
Matthew 1:23 "The virgin will conceive and give birth to a son, and they will 
call him Immanuel" (which means "God with us").  



Libra – Christ the redeemer  

In hebrew, Libra is called Mozanaim – the scales weighing.  Dan 5:27Like 
Belshazzar – we are weighed in the balance and found wanting!  Matt 
20:28 Jesus came to give His life for many. 



Scorpio – Christ the wounded one  
Al Akrab (ar) means “Wounding Him who Cometh” talks of  conflict or war. 
(heb) Akrab means same = conflict or war. Here we have Satan – wounding  
Christ with his “sting” which brings death . Satan’s sting was death to us  



Sagittarius – Christ the conqueror (archer) 
This sign was called by the Hebrews “Kesith”  meaning the bending of a bow 
for shooting , hence the bowman or archer.  1 John 3:8 For this purpose Christ 
was revealed, that He might destroy the works of the devil.  



Capricorn - Christ the sacrifice 
The picture of capricorn is part goat and part fish. Lev 9:3,15. Here we see sin 
offering  offered and accomplished.  Heb 9.12 He did not enter by means of 
the blood of goats and calves; but he entered the Most Holy Place once for all 
by his own blood, thus obtaining eternal redemption 



Aquarius – Christ the living water 

The water bearer or water pouring forth ....John 4:13-14. Jesus said he 
was the living water. 



Pisces – Christ the liberator  

Pisces in Coptic is Pi-Cot-Orion =  fish, congregation or company of Him 
who cometh. Greek = Icythus – symbol used for believers – two fish – 
Jews and Gentiles maybe? Fishers of men = Mark 1:17 



Aries – our sacrifice 

Ancient name = Taleh – The lamb sent forth. (note – horns = male) 



Taurus – the judge 

The hebrew word rheems – unicorn  Job 39:9-11. Isaiah 34: 7 (same word 
for unicorns) implying strength,  also Shur which is the hebrew name for 
this constellation  - the bull coming and ruling.  



Gemini – Christ and the church 
The hebrew name for this constellation is  Thaumin = the united. A 
picture of Christ with his bride, the church. 1 John 3:2  But we know that 
when Christ appears, we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he is. 



Cancer – Christ the Protector 
Ancient Hebrews named this constellation Sartan – the One who Holds or Binds. 
Coptic = Klaria – Greek=Karkinos = holding or encircling the possession.  2 
appendages for grasping and holding -  1 Thess  5:21 ... hold on to what is good – a 
picture of the multitudes of the Redeemed who have laid  upon eternal life.  



Leo – The Victor 

This is a fully grown specimen (male) – the Lion of the Tribe of Judah has 
prevailed  – Rev 5:5 Ancient Hebrews knew this constellation as Arieh -  
The Lion who rends or tears Hosea 13:7,8 



Thierry Cohen – digital photographer.  

• Since 2010, paris-born artist Thierry 
Cohen has been developing 'villes 
eteintes' (darkened cities) – which depict 
the major cities of the world 
as they would appear at night without 
light pollution.   
Cohen captures images of certain regions, 
documenting the precise time, angle, and 
latitude and longitude of his exposure. By 
noting the precise latitude and angle of 
his cityscapes, he then tracks the  earth’s 
rotation to places of atmospheric clarity 
like the Mojave, the Sahara, and  the  
Atacama desert, setting up his camera to 
record what is lost to modern urban 
dwellers. 

  
 

• Compositing the two images, cohen 
creates a single new image full of 
resonance  and nuance. the work is both 
political and spiritually questioning not 
only what we are doing to the planet but 
drawing unexpected connections between 
disparate  locations. equally importantly 
it asks: what do we miss by obscuring the 
visibility of stars? As the world’s 
population becomes increasingly urban, 
there is a disjunction with the natural 
world  which both Cohen and science pose 
causes both physical and psychological 
harm. Cities that never sleep are made up 
of millions  of individuals  
breaking natural cycles of work and 
repose. the series  attempts to restore 
our vision, hoping to re-connect users to 
the infinite energy of the stars. 

•   
 

http://thierrycohen.com/
http://thierrycohen.com/


Sky above Los Angeles 



The sky above New York 



The sky above Hong Kong 



The sky above Rio de Janeiro 



The sky above San Francisco 



The sky above Paris 



The sky above Tokyo 


